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Abstract

Methods

Fast lithium isolation from water partly containing lithium ions would be an
improvement over the current method of obtaining lithium in lithium mining water
operations. The aminimide functional group can be used to selectively bind to lithium
cations to extract lithium from brine. To characterize this uptake, the concentration of
water containing lithium was measured with atomic absorption spectroscopy before
and after the solution has been exposed to a polymer with the aminimide functional
group. Three different polymers were used: trimethyl EGDM polymer, trimethyl TMPTA
polymer, and the triethyl TMPTA polymer. Of the three, the trimethyl TMPTA polymer
seemed to perform the best.

1. Synthesis of monomer containing aminimide

Aminimides

Results

2. Synthesis of polymer with a cross-linker and monomer

A comparison between a 200 ppm lithium solution exposed to 1 g of the Trimethyl
EGDM polymer vs. the Trimethyl TMPTA polymer. Even when less polymer is exposed
to the solution, the TMPTA polymer still takes up much more lithium.
Aminimide Polymers

The trimethyl TMPTA polymer and a new triethyl TMPTA polymer were exposed to a
3500 ppm potassium and 200 ppm lithium solution. Comparing to the 200 ppm lithium,
the trimethyl TMPTA was hindered. The triethyl TMPTA picked up only a very small
amount of lithium.

3. Test lithium uptake with a pure lithium solution

Although the triethyl TMPTA polymer does not take up much lithium, it is not hindered
so significantly like the trimethyl TMPTA polymer by other competing ions.

Purpose

Conclusions

Synthesize a polymer containing the aminimide functional group to selectively bind to
lithium in a solution of water containing lithium and other competing ions.

The most promising polymer tested was the trimethyl TMPTA polymer, but it was
hindered too severely by competing ions. There are still avenues to be explored with
different functional groups and better synthesis of these molecules.
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Background
Lithium has several important applications, most notably in its employment in
batteries. One of the current lithium mining processes includes digging holes in salt
flats into lithium deposits, then pumping water into the hole. After 12-18 months, a
brine solution is brought to the surface, containing lithium ions, but also manganese,
potassium, and other ions. The water is allowed to dry and the lithium is taken from
there. With a polymer that selectively binds to lithium, this process can be expedited
and lithium can be extracted more quickly.

The AAS used to measure Li concentrations of
solutions before and after exposure to the polymers
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